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HOLOGRAM LABELS 
 

NovaVision offers hologram labels for many security applications to protect your products, event tickets, ID 
badges, etc. 
 
Our security holograms combine stock and custom hologram images, tamper evident materials, consecutive 
serial numbers, barcodes, special inks, and other materials to produce a product that meets your security and 
budget requirements. 

 
 

 Express Holograms 
 

Our express holograms are our most economical holograms. 

Generic holograms are generally intended for one-time events or applications where using 
a low-security solution is appropriate. It’s important to know the limitations of express 
hologram label security because our generic images are widely available from other 
marketers and distributors. 
 

 Stock Holograms with Custom Imprints 
 

We offer a variety of affordable stock hologram labels, which can be custom imprinted 
with your company name, logo, consecutive serial number, and other features. There is 
no minimum order quantity. 
 
Although the imprint is durable for most applications, we also offer and recommend 
optional laminated labels to fully protect the custom imprint from excessive handling, 
wear, or chemical exposure 
 

 Custom Holograms 
 

For increased security, NovaVision offers fully customizable holograms. We offer 
custom design options to fit your security needs and budget. All custom holograms are 
designed and produced at our secure facility in Ohio. 

Additionally, we register your custom image with the International Hologram 
Manufacturer’s Association (IHMA) to minimize the chance of another reputable hologram 
manufacturer inadvertently replicating your custom image. 
 

 Color Holograms 
 

NovaVision carries color holograms that can be custom imprinted with your company 
name, logo, consecutive serial number, and other features. The colored metallic hologram 
label includes a tamper evident feature, which self-destructs the hologram image when 
removed from the original surface. 
 

 Transparent Holograms 
 

Transparent holograms are typically used for identification credentials. We offer stock 
and custom transparent holograms. Since underlying information can be seen through the 
transparent hologram label, it is also an affordable method of re-validating an existing ID 
card. 
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